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The crisp winter weather and bracing sea air of  Stonehaven put our group 

of twelve gentlemen wargamers in the right mood for some serious head to 

head Napoleonic action. The French led by Marshal Marmont (Dave O’Brien) 

had the task of cracking the ever tightening ring around their great army 

centred on Leipzig. His corps commanders; Victor (Andrew Nicholson), 

Sebastiani ( Dale Smith), Macdonald (Andrew Thomson/Steve Shaw) and 

Kellerman (Bob Lauder) were to appear imminently at various points along the 

Rosenbach . Meanwhile, the polyglot Allied army had the unenviable job of 

holding the ring shut until reinforced by strong and fresh Imperial Divisions. 

In overall command was the Austrian General Krosch (Colin Jack) whose 

meagre on table forces were ably led by General Moeser (Kevin Calder), 

General Siebenrock (Adrian Howe), Prince Andrei (Peter Nicholson) and 

General Freiherr von Augsburg (David Imrie).  

 

Our scenario was hypothetical and the orders of battle and commanders 

pure conjecture however the flavour was in keeping with the Leipzig 

campaign’s historical detail. We had roughly sixteen hours to fight our battle 

on a table of dimensions 14 feet x 14 feet. The figures ran well into the 

thousands and were drawn from five collections in England and Scotland. Our 

players had in some cases traveled 400 miles to the event and so 

expectation was extremely high as we rolled the first dice at 10.47 on 

Saturday morning. 

 

 

The French knew only that the sector of the line chosen for their 

breakthrough was lightly defended and that it had to be approached across 

two bridges over the Rosenbach – a narrow fast flowing stream running east 

to west across the northern side of the battlefield. Their reconnaissance 

was flawed (largely due to umpire interference) and so they failed to detect 

several fords and two large earthwork forts thrown up by the Austrians to 

cover the bridges. 



Day OneDay OneDay OneDay One    
 

Dawn saw the lead elements of Kellerman’s IV (Cavalry) Corps arrive south of 

the Rosenbach and only a few hundred yards from Jugenheim. A battalion of 

Prussian Jäger detached from the 10th Brigade in the village, ran for cover in 

some woods to the north. They had been heading to occupy these when four 

regiments of French cavalry appeared less than 800 yards behind them. 

Soon, more and more cavalry appeared coincidentally with the advanced 

guard of Victor’s I Corps marching swiftly for the Altbrucken. (See Map 1) 

 

Kellerman’s cavalry were unsupported and thus wary of approaching 

Jugenheim too closely. They did however conduct several aggressive 

manoeuvres, enough in fact to chase out the two Landwehr battalions of the 

15th Prussian Infantry Regiment. Over the next five hours possession of 

Jugenheim would changed three times as the Prussians were ejected, rallied, 

re-entered, were repulsed and re-entered once more. This all sounds rather 

dramatic but resistance in Jugenheim was relatively feeble and the 15th 

Regiment waivered from the start losing their entire 2nd battalion to a 

cavalry charge by the 1st Carabiniers. The most consistent opposition was put 

up by the now very isolated and worried Jäger battalion skulking in the 

woods north of Jugenheim. 

 

By 1200 the 1st Division, I Corps was across the Rosenbach in force having 

located two fords close to the Altbrucken. Resistance in this eastern area 

around the Altbrucken fell on the broad shoulders of the Prussian 16th 

Brigade under the temporary command of Krosch, the Allied Commander in 

Chief. This very inexperienced brigade composed mostly of landwehr and 

reservists held up Victor’s Corps until it was ultimately surrounded and 

overcome about 4.00pm.  The final surrender was witnessed by the Emperor 

who arrived on the field near the Altbrucken redoubt about this time. The 

redoubt was the last position to fall as the remnants of the solitary 2nd 

Battalion of the 24th  Infantry Regiment were overwhelmed by Grenadiers 

from the 1st Division. The French raised a ragged cheer but in truth the 

victory was hard won against hugely inferior quality opposition who had 

fought out of their skins.  
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At 0750 Kellerman’s IV (Cavalry) Corps (1) reaches the field surprising a Jäger battalion (6) detached from the 
16

th
 Prussian Brigade (3& 4) holding Jugenheim and Hohenbrunn. The Jäger reach the trees safely and stay 

there all day. The Advance Guard of Victor’s I Corps (2) cross the Rosenbach under heavy fire from the 
redoubt (8) and 16

th
 Prussian Brigade (5). Several battalions are thrown back over the bridge. 0820 The Allies 

move forward their reserves  consisting of the Russian 12
th
 & 13

th
 Infantry Divisions(11), the  2

nd
 Cavalry 

Division(12) and Ivanov’s Cossack Division (10). Von Augsburg’s Bavarians (9) whose loyalty was uncertain, 
moved west to counter the threat to Jugenheim. 
By 0900 Macdonald’s III Corps (13) was moving over the Neubrucken and taking fire from the Austrian 12pdrs 
in the redoubt (7). When the Corps artillery deployed on the north bank of  the Rosenbach the Austrian guns 
were pounded into silence. 
Around 1000 Sebastiani’s II Corps (14) began to appear to the left of Macdonald’s corps instead of on its right 
as planned. Patrols from both Corps frantically searched for any fords along the river’s length between the two 
bridges and eventually four suitable points were located. The 3

rd
 Division, III Corps which has become 

completely detached and lost, appeared south of Jugenheim (15) and behind the Allied left flank.    
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Around 1030 Kellerman pushed the 10

th
 (Cuirassier) Division (1) forward to punch through Ivanov’s hastily 

deployed Cossacks (9). A lightning charge by the Volga Brigade broke the 2
nd
 Cuirassiers before themselves 

being routed by the 4
th
 Cuirassiers. The 15

th
 Prussian Regiment (3) began to waiver although only its 2

nd
 

battalion had been engaged. By 11.30 the 1
st
 Division, I Corps (2) was making little headway against the 16

th
 

Prussian Brigade (5) who had all six battalions actively resisting and were anchoring their defence on the  
Altbrucken redoubt (7). By 12.30 the 3

rd
 Division, II Corps (13&14) was beginning to encroach on the southern 

edge of Jugenheim and pressing cautiously over difficult ground toward the Huegelkahl. The Russian 12
th
 and 

13
th
 Divisions (10) were by 1300 deploying in Feldkirchen and in the woods to the west. Cavalry and Infantry 

of the II Corps were manoeuvring around the Neubrucken redoubt (6) which was under heavy fire from II 
Corps artillery on the north bank of the Rosenbach. The 14

th
 Prussian Regiment (4) in Hohenbrunn began 

firing on the approaching French columns at long range. The 10
th
 Brigade’s cavalry regiment ; the Neumark 

Dragoons charged into the deploying 9
th
 Cavalry Division, IV Corps, but  were unable to stem the advance and 

broke. 
Misinterpreting orders from Krosch the Russian commander Andrei sent a battery of horse artillery up onto the 
Huegelkahl(11) instead of his Corps 12pdrs. This was an enormous labour as the guns had to be dragged by 
hand up the steep slopes which the horses could not negotiate. 
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To check the advance of the 10

th
 Cuirassier Division (1), Krosch ordered the Litovski Uhlan Regiment (II 

Cavalry Division) (2), to countercharge. Despite their strength the Russians were broken by the Cuirassiers. 
Around 1500 Jugenheim was finally captured from the Prussians and many prisoners taken. III Corps took the 
Neubrucken Redoubt (3) at 1415 but further advance was stopped by the Prussians in Hohenbrunn (4). 
Attacks from the II Corps on the east side of the village were also held.(5) Marmont arrived with three Imperial 
Guard Divisions (6) behind the flank of the severely pressured 16

th
 Prussian Brigade after 1400. These 

continued to fight hard against the I Corps (7) until totally surrounded and completely outnumbered. At 
approximately 1600 the last battalion surrendered the Altbrucken Redoubt (8) which was witnessed by the 
Emperor himself who had just arrived on the field. Kellerman’s lighter cavalry were pushing south behind 
Hohenbrunn but Allied resistance began to stiffen with the deployment of the Bavarians (9)the left flank and 
their Divisional artillery (10) east of the Huegelkahl. Imperial reinforcements had finally reached the field in the 
form of two infantry Divisions (11 & 12) and a cavalry corps (13). Before any further attacks could be launched 
the heavens opened and the battle’s first day ground to a halt.. The Allies had just held on to their second line 
position but a dangerous salient had developed around Hohenbrunn. During the afternoon the garrison had 
been reinforced by elements of the 13

th
  Russian (Grenadier) Division which with the 12

th
 was now formed up 

(14). The dotted blue line shows the extent of the French advance on the 15
th
. 
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Around 0900 on the 16
th
 the Austrian Cavalry Corps (1) began its furious attacks against the Middle Guard 

Divisions forming up to attack Feldkirchen. These were initially successful but faltered as the Guard steadied 
themselves. The attacks grew ever more costly with little hope of success and were called off toward 
lunchtime. IV Cavalry Corps (3) resumed its assault on the Allied centre about 1000 and made some headway 
but was successfully brought to a halt mid afternoon by the Bavarian guns (4) and their Chevauleger. The III 
Corps with III Division,II Corps (5) threw themselves against the Bavarians(6) and Prussians (7) on and 
around the Huegelkahl all day but could not force the position despite several German battalions breaking 
repeatedly. Eventually the French were fought to a standstill with an entire Division routing through Jugenheim 
by 1500 . During the later morning, having moved through the abandoned Hohenbrunn, Sebastiani’s II Corps 
(8) formed up to move against the Russian Infantry (9) with the support of massed batteries (10). A counter 
battery duel with a smaller number of Russian guns (11) lasted for hours over the heads of a desperate 
spoiling attack by the Russian Grenadiers (12). Victor’s I Corps (13) was not able to offer decisive support. 
Fighting was still taking place along the line particularly around the Huegelkahl when at about 1430 Napoleon 
launched two Divisions of the Guard against the Russian defenders of Feldkirchen. The attacks were held and 
the battle of Hohenbrunn was over. 
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Flawed French reconnaissance resulted in huge snarl ups as four full corps 

attempted to deploy from march column on a frontage of less than two miles 

and then funnel over two small bridges. The Allies had not been idle, moving 

forward their reserve force formed around a smallish Russian Corps. Two 

infantry divisions braced the right wing near Feldkirchen whilst the Cossack 

Division was rather impetuously sent forward to counter Kellerman’s cavalry. 

A regular Russian cavalry Division took its position in the lea of the 

Huegelkahl a large dome shaped hill south of Jugenheim. 

 

Once the III Corps had their artillery up to the Rosenbach they pounded 

the Neubrucken redoubt until the Austrian batteries therein fell silent. 

Cavalry and Infantry from the I and III Corps harassed the Prussian 

defenders of Hohenbrunn for most of the afternoon but the 14th Regiment 

of the 10th Brigade gave a better account of itself than the 15th had at 

Jugenheim. A cavalry charge by the 1st Hussars was seen off as well as 

uncoordinated infantry attacks along the eastern edge of the village. 

Marmont finally arrived with three divisions of the Garde at about 2.00pm. 

They had been expected behind the I Corps but scouts had found fords 

further east and so the Middle Guard Divisions appeared in woodlands south 

of the Altbrucken. 

 

On the western flank the II Corps was in a state of disorganisation. It was 

supposed to have appeared on the right of the III Corps but belatedly 

arrived upon its left and without the 3rd Division which had become 

completely detached. This division turned up over two miles from their 

intended entry point and behind the Prussian positions in Jugenheim. Despite 

the appearance of this significant body in an unexpected place the Allied 

response was measured. Krosch ordered the Russian Guard Cossacks to stop 

the advance whilst the Bavarian Division was brought up from a central 

position to brace the flank. The Cossacks did well to throw the extremely 

disorientated French into square thus stymieing the attack for over an hour. 

When sufficient battalions had deployed the French moved on Jugenheim 

from the southwest and the Cossacks, themselves without infantry support, 

retired. Jugenheim was not so much fought over as raced through by 

Prussians, French and Cossacks. Very little fighting took place in the village 

but many troops moved through it. It is doubtful that the French III 

Division would have secured it before nightfall had not Kellerman’s cavalry 

thundered through from the north carrying all before them. 



 

In the dying afternoon light the French made their last attempts to gain the 

Huegelkahl but no infantry was in position to support the 10th Cuirassier 

Division and so the high ground stayed in the possession of the Bavarians. 

The French Heavies did not have it all their own way. Around one o’ clock the 

2nd Cuirassiers had been routed by a large body of Volga Cossacks, the 

ignominy of which was only partially erased when the 4th Cuirassiers counter 

attacked. The heroics of the 1st Carabiniers who managed to capture two 

Prussian infantry colours and several guns also restored battered French 

pride.   

 

Napoloen’s arrival energised the French command and further pressure was 

exerted on the Allied right where the Russians now held Feldkirchen.  A 

window of opportunity opened for about ninety minutes between 1430 and 

1600 when the Middle Guard under Marmont could have cracked the line by 

attacking Feldkirchen.  

At that point  the village was protected by a single battalion and some newly 

arrived Austrian Dragoons. The anticipated attack did not materialise much 

to the surprise and relief of the Allies. The rationale for this has never 

become clear. Did Marmont wish to avoid the wrath of the Emperor for using 

the Guard when the 1st Corps was tasked with making the breakthrough? Did 

the French suspect a trap and counterattack from the Austrians who were 

now arriving in force? Whatever the reason, the tactical initiative was 

surrendered by the French and victory thrown away during this period and in 

this area on the 15th. Although badly battered the Allied line had held in the 

right places and from mid afternoon onward was gaining strength and depth 

with reinforcements moving up in a continuous stream. As the 10th Cuirassier 

Division was being checked on the right and I Corps and the Guard hesitated 

on the left, nature intervened in the form of a colossal downpour. Everything 

ground to a halt in the half light and both armies disengaged. 



Day 2Day 2Day 2Day 2    
 

Overnight the armies redeployed and dressed their lines. The most 

significant repositioning was the voluntary abandonment of Hohenbrunn by 

the Allies. Half of the Prussian 10th Brigade had fought hard to retain the 

village on the 15th. They had been reinforced by two powerful grenadier 

battalions from the Russian Reserve just before dusk but the loss of the 

redoubts on both flanks and of Jugenheim had resulted in an undefendable 

salient extending  from the Huegelkahl north east to Hohenbrunn and then 

back south west to Feldkirchen. General Krosch ordered the garrison out 

under cover of darkness and they slipped back to their lines totally 

undetected. This wise decision meant that the Allies could draw a solid line 

from west to east anchored on the Huegekahl, the woods west of 

Feldkirchen and the village itself. At dawn elements of the French I and  II 

Corps drawn up to storm the position marched in to empty streets.   

 

Action on the 16th was furious and continuous along the entire battle line but 

the odds were now distinctly against the French despite their numerical 

superiority. The battle degenerated into a series of hammer blows delivered 

at key points none of which were decisive enough to breakthrough. On the 

right the brave 10th Cuirassier Division resumed its efforts to roll over 

everything in their path. This time infantry support was available from both 

II and III Corps but these were fought to a standstill by their erstwhile 

Allies the Bavarians. Only two French battalions made it onto the lower 

slopes of the Huegelkahl and both were bloodily repulsed. 

Mention must be made of  400 Bavarian Chevauleger who repeatedly 

thwarted the 10th and 11th Cavalry Divisions in their attempts to bypass the 

hill. A battery of Bavarian 12pdrs was responsible for the destruction of a 

brigade of cavalry which had the temerity to ride beneath the muzzles of 

their guns. 

 

In the centre Prince Andrei, not content with sitting and waiting for a 

French attack and goaded by a grand battery of nearly 40 guns, ordered his 

infantry to advance. This suicidal tactic greatly unsettled the French who 

were compelled to respond and deal with the threat. The Russians lost over 

2,000 men during the debacle but the French centre was stopped dead.  



 

The greatest chance of victory was missed on the French left during the 

late afternoon of the 15th. On the 16th with Feldkirchen reinforced by the 

Russian 23rd Brigade, some desperate Allied counter moves were launched. 

Squadrons of Austrian cavalry slammed into the Middle Guard and initially 

forced them back but the impetus was lost and slaughter commenced. By 

early afternoon the Guard were at last thrown against Feldkirchen itself but 

the Russian infantry could not be dislodged. 

 

Napoleon had cast his final dice and failed. All three roads south were still in 

Allied hands and with two large and fresh Austrian Divisions in reserve there 

was no time and little opportunity to breakthrough. 

 

The Allies fought well, made some shrewd tactical decisions and had a little 

luck on their side. The most notable performances were from the 16th 

Prussian Brigade on the 15th around the Altbrucken and from the Bavarians 

tireless efforts around the Huegelkahl which prevented a breakthrough. 

 

The French too fought well. Undoubtedly the efforts of the 10th Cuirassier 

Division were the most dashing but many other units distinguished 

themselves including the 1st Division of I Corps which made significant 

progress on the 15th. 

 

The result of the battle was declared a Winning Draw to the Allies as they 

retained control of all of the exit roads but had lost their planned line of 

defence along the Rosenbach together with nearly 40 guns and several 

thousand prisoners. Casualties were relatively high on both sides but rather 

disproportionately distributed. For the Allies most of the fighting was done 

by the Prussians, Russians and Bavarians with the exception of the Austrian 

cavalry on the 16th. The French I Corps and Kellerman’s cavalry also had 

disproportionately high losses due to their heavy involvement on both days. 

 

Our players had stories to tell of unlucky dice and frustrating command 

restrictions but overall I think everyone could be pleased at the 

performance of their star units around which I am certain the legends will 

build and the tales of derring do grow even more incredible with the passage 

of time. 
 


